**Foreword**

Dear Reader,

As you read this document, I hope you find the information presented to be of value. Please feel free to share any insights or comments you may have. Your feedback is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
THE JAPAN TIMES & MAIL, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1931

NIPPON YUSEN KA

Tokyo N.Y.K. Ticket Office
Head Office: Tokyo, Japan
Address: N.Y.K. Bldg., Marunouchi-cho

AMERICA WILL HELP NEAR EAST REFUGEES

Washington—An emergency appeal
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General Information—See also Exhibits A.

FREIGHT SERVICES

PACIFIC MAI

SPECIAL SERVICES

SHIPPING TIME—TOKYO
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Head Office: Tokyo, Japan
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- For use by: see Exhibits B.

- For shipping by: see Exhibits C.

- For general information: see Exhibits A.

- For freight services: see Exhibits D.

- For special services: see Exhibits E.

- For Pacific Mail: see Exhibits F.

- For shipping time: see Exhibits G.
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